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Here is a really Fun and great project to make a lovely Bunting that can be used for lots of events 
and celebrations, We have a few ways you can do this either Sew or No sew options and even a 
Paper one for the Kids using Paper string and glue. The sewing versions are super simple and 
quick. 
 
What you need 
 
Fabric versions -  Fabric (and you can use old sheeting or scraps of fabric or old clothes) Sewing 
thread, Pins, Bunting tape but you can also use bias binding or even string if you don’t have or 
cannot get the tapes, Pinking shears are useful but not essential normal sharp fabric scissors 
are ok, small scissors, hand sewing Needles, Needle threader is handy !, Dressmakers marker 
pencils or a pencil can be used for marking out. A sewing machine also if you want to make by 
machine. For the paper version paper, string and glue (PVA or fabric glue) 
 
Pattern 
 
This is attached print out and use as your template for cutting or colouring. Cut round this for 
your pattern. 
 
Instructions All fabric versions  
 
Decide on length of bunting you want and decide how close you want your flags on the tape 
(average is 5/6cm apart) The flags we are using are cut 14cm across the top and 17cm in length 
(that’s top to the point) An average would be 5/6 flags per metre. Measure out the tape length 
you require based on how long you are making your bunting and add on .30cm at each end (total 
60cm) this is for your end ties. 
For example 3 metres of bunting with 5 flags per metre = 15 flags and you would need 3.60mts 
of tape. 
 
Pin your template to your fabric and cut out or you can also trace round the template onto the 
fabric, cut the bunting flags using pinking shears or fabric scissors, the pinking shears make a 
nice finish. 
Mark onto your tape .30cm in from the end and start pinning your bunting to the tape leaving 
the space you have allowed in-between each flag. As you get to the end check to see you have 
.30cm left for the end tie. Now start sewing to your tape.  
 
You can hand sew or you can machine sew this down if you have a sewing machine. Use a simple 
running stitch or a backstitch (see below diagrams) don’t forget to knot at the beginning and 
end, you can sew each flag individually or carry on across the tape space to the next flag. 
Remove the pins once sewn into place. 
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No Sew fabric bunting 
 
Using the guidelines in the Sew version to calculate your flags and bunting length, using tape 
or string is ok for this one. For tape measure your .30cm in again on your tape and glue your 
flags at the top to the tape, for string you will need to fold over the top of the flag  and using glue 
encase the string inside the fold press down and then carry on along remembering to leave your 
required gap. 
 
 
 
 
 
Paper bunting (use the same measuring guides as per above) 
 
A simple but effective option to make bunting with the kids – use the Template to trace over 
paper this can be coloured or plain paper, even old wrapping paper can work. The kids can add 
their own decoration to personalize the flags.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hang up for the party !! 

Allow .30cm at each end for ties and a 5/6cm gap 
between your flags 


